Significance of didactic tools in power electronics teaching
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Abstract. The paper presents results of a research made by teachers of undergraduate electrical engineering students in determining the significance of using didactic tools in order to increase the students’ motivation to participate actively in the teaching process. Converters used in this research are designed and modelled by students themselves for laboratory power-electronics exercises. It is shown that using didactic tools improves understanding of complex subjects when the students have the opportunity to link practical exercises with the theoretical explanations given in lectures.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Different projects running at high-education institutions are intended to motivate students to merge their theoretical knowledge with their practical engineering assignment [1]. Challenging the students of undergraduate, graduate or postgraduate level to create solutions to real problems in a form of simulation [2] or physical device [3] shows their capabilities to apply the learned skills.

Power-electronic devices are often developed at universities with the intent to involve students in the development process, as well as in the process of testing and improving the devices. The developed converter with a hybrid communication described in [4] shows a good performance when compensating a certain single harmonic, but not several harmonics simultaneously. Testing the converter presented in [5] shows that it is possible to develop high-quality modern power-supply devices at universities. Then again, the use of low-cost platform or didactic modules [6]-[9] enables the students to better understand complex subjects like power electronics, even with modest financial possibilities of a home institution.

As a support for practical teaching of power electronics, the didactic platform presented in [10] allows the student to develop the ability to analyse different operating conditions and different combinations of elements in rectifier circuits. A modular kit described in [11] is intended to involve the students in the process of modelling and designing the devices of power electronics and not only to learn about basic circuit techniques and topologies.

This paper analyses the significance of didactic tools in conducting practical exercises of complex high school courses like electric circuits, power electronics or electromotive drives. Two converters are described. They are built by undergraduate students and later used for laboratory exercises of the power electronics in the third year of professional study in electrical engineering. Successful passing of exams and in-depth understanding the operation of circuits and topologies of different power-electronic devices are observed over several generations of students. Results of testing the described converters in the university laboratories are presented and discussed. At the end of the paper, conclusions about evaluating the improvement of the students’ results are given.

2 CONVERTERS BUILT BY STUDENTS

During the preparation of their final exam, undergraduate students of Electrical Engineering must demonstrate the acquired skills for independent execution of professional tasks. Therefore, they are asked to conduct an independent work on development of project documentation [12], problem solving in a
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simulation software [13] or to build a functional real-size device or prototype model [14], [15]. Likewise, the converters described here were created as a part of the students’ final exam works [16], [17].

2.1 High-frequency DC-DC converter
The DC-DC converters are electronic devices that convert the voltage and current values from one to another level. They are used in power-supply systems for voltage conversion and control and protection of sources and consumers from electromagnetic interferences. The frequency converters contain either a low- or high- frequency transformer and are consequently formed low-frequency (LF) or high-frequency (HF) converters.

The main characteristics of the HF converters are:
- small mass for a high power,
- work at a high-frequency level,
- variable range of the work signal (load-dependent),
- high efficiency,
- low noise.

The printed circuit board (PCB) for the converter presented in [16] is assembled with electronic components according to the electrical scheme in Fig. 1 [18]. This converter consists of several basic parts:
1. IC1 - a control integrated circuit that controls the switches with phase-shifted rectangular signals. It consists of a frequency oscillator, signal comparator, pulse-width modulator, reference voltage source and output-control transistors.
2. Two pairs of MOSFET transistors (switches) guided by a control integrated circuit, voltage-controlled, designed to withstand sufficient voltage and current loads.
3. A T1 ferrite transformer with two primary and two secondary windings for high frequencies, of up to 200KHz.
4. Rectifying diodes – high-frequency diodes connected to a diode bridge.
5. Input stabilization capacitors – providing the power to the control circuit for a stable operation of the system at a maximum converter load.
6. Output stabilization capacitors - smoothing the waveform of the output voltage and providing sufficient energy at a maximum load and positive feedback.
7. Feedback – controlling the output voltage at the set values at any load (adjusted by the VR1 resistor).
8. Potentiometer VR2 - adjusting the frequency at which the transformer power is maximal.
9. Control transistors - providing the minimum and maximum permissible voltage value for the output switches (a small error in the control circuit causes a large error in the transformer circuit).

![Figure 1. Electric scheme of the HF converter.](image-url)
10. An output inductor (L) - smoothing the output current and storing and providing the energy when both switches are off.

11. An RC filter - removing the interference caused by the leakage flux on the transformer coils.

Fig. 2 shows the developed PCB with the pertaining elements, just before being placed in the PCB housing.

2.2 Indirect frequency converter

The most common way to control the rotating speed of asynchronous motors is by applying frequency converters. There are two basic groups of the frequency converters, direct and indirect. While the direct converters do not have the DC circuit, the indirect frequency converters convert the AC voltage (with a fixed frequency) into the DC voltage and then that DC voltage into the AC voltage of a variable amplitude and frequency. The block diagram of the indirect converter is shown in Fig. 3.

The oscilloscope is connected to the mass of the converter input voltage. The waveforms to be recorded are:

- channel CH1 - the control voltage of the M1 switch realized by the MOSFET transistor,
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2.2 Indirect frequency converter

The most common way to control the rotating speed of asynchronous motors is by applying frequency converters. There are two basic groups of the frequency converters, direct and indirect. While the direct converters do not have the DC circuit, the indirect frequency converters convert the AC voltage (with a fixed frequency) into the DC voltage and then that DC voltage into the AC voltage of a variable amplitude and frequency. The block diagram of the indirect converter is shown in Fig. 3.

The inverter consists of four IGBT transistors (Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4) connected to the H-bridge (Fig. 5). Transistors Q1 and Q4 are activated during the positive half-period and transistors Q3 and Q2 during the negative half-period. Transistors Q2 and Q4 are turned-on during the entire half-period, while the PWM signal is sent to transistors Q1 and Q3.

3 TESTING RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The developed converters were tested in the university laboratory by undergraduate electrical-engineering students under their teachers’ supervision.

3.1 Voltage measurements on the DC-DC converter

The undergraduate electrical-engineering students are asked to test the DC-DC converters in university laboratory. For this purpose, they have to refresh their theoretical knowledge of boost converter with galvanic insulation, identify the components of the converter model and measure the converter-voltage waveforms.

The oscilloscope 1 mass is connected to the mass of the converter input voltage. The waveforms to be recorded are:

- channel CH1 - the control voltage of the M1 switch realized by the MOSFET transistor,
• channel CH2 - the control voltage of the M3 switch M3 realized by the MOSFET transistor.

The oscilloscope 2 mass is connected to the mass of the converter output voltage to record the following waveforms:
• CH1 - 35V at the output of the converter,
• CH2 + 35V at the output of the converter.
• CH3 - the voltage at one secondary winding of the T1 transformer,
• CH4 - the voltage at one output of the rectifier bridge connected to the secondary winding of the T1 transformer.

From the recorded images, the students read the signal values and the work frequency of the converter. At the end, they prepare a report about their exercises. Figs. 6 and 7 show the recorded results from a report of one of the students, for the two oscilloscopes.

3.2 Results of testing the indirect frequency converter

This converter is tested at the frequencies of 35 Hz, 50 Hz and 65 Hz with a single-phase asynchronous motor. Its nominal data are given in Table. Fig. 8 shows results of the device testing taken at 35 Hz output frequency.

In Fig. 6, the waveform from CH4 (after the rectifier bridge) is irregular, there are many voltage drops. The DC value is very stable; it is +35 V at the converter output after the LC filter (CH1).

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6. Measurement results from oscilloscope no. 1.**

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7. Measurement results from oscilloscope no. 2.**

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8. Waveforms of the voltage and current at 35Hz, (a) voltage of the inverter output, (b) current of the inverter output, (c) voltages of the gate of each IGBT (from top to bottom: Q1, Q3, Q4, Q2)**
The PWM modulation of the voltage waveform at the inverter output can be noticed. If an asynchronous motor is powered via a frequency converter, the output current assumes a sinusoidal waveform, due to the motor inductance.

Table 1: Nominal data of the motor for converter testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated voltage</td>
<td>220 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated current</td>
<td>1.6 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated power</td>
<td>0.18 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated speed</td>
<td>1390 r/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated frequency</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitor</td>
<td>8 µF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The designed indirect frequency converter can change the frequency of the output current in the range from 1 to 100 Hz. Since the voltage of the DC circuit is invariable, only the voltage frequency can be changed, not the amplitude. When generating a PWM control signal, it is necessary to use high frequencies to get a more sinusoidal shape of the motor current.

4 CONCLUSION

Using simple didactic tools in power-electronics teaching increases the students motivation. The advantage of using converters created by the students themselves instead of commercial devices provides an easier access to the measuring points. Moreover, they cost much less due to the use of cheaper and simpler components, and in case of being damaged by the students while learning on them, the loss is not considerable. The students use the commercial devices for practicing only after their warranty expiration and if their units are not highly integrated.

Although the recorded waveforms are therefore not perfect, the students find it easier to connect such practical measurements with their theoretical knowledge acquired at lectures than when using professional commercial devices. By using various didactic tools in practical exercises, the students achieve better examination results and there is an increased level of competence noted in their understanding and applying the acquired knowledge when using the power electronic devices.
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